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Canine therapy on the children’s ward

Record breakers

Bonzai the Pets As Therapy (PAT) dog helps
our youngest patients get better

Our liver surgeons performed more transplants in 2014 than any previous year on record
t Tilly is doing well after receiving
part of her mum Ruth’s liver last year

Five-year-old Bonzai the Shih Tzu is a familiar (furry) face
on the children’s wards at the Variety Children’s Hospital
(Denmark Hill) and the Princess Royal University Hospital
(PRUH). He brings his owner Gerry Fitzgibbons in once
a month to meet our young patients for some fuss, some
treats – and maybe even a high-five.

Ruth said, “It all happened so quickly
that it feels like a blur. Tilly was on the
waiting list, but in the end, we opted for
a living related transplant. It was a big
operation for Tilly and, even though it’s
two months since her operation, she
is doing great. We always need more
donors, so it’s fantastic that alternative
options like living related are available.”

Nine-year-old Bobby Michael from Eastbourne spent
a week on Lion Ward after an operation to remove a
build-up of fluid from his brain, and met Bonzai during
one of his visits. Bobby’s mum Angela Sharp said, “Meeting
Bonzai has really cheered Bobby up – he’s been looking
forward to his visit for days.
Being in hospital is quite
a scary time, so it’s lovely
to have something to
brighten his day.”
Pets as Therapy is a
national charity, and there
are currently over 4,500 PAT
dogs and cats in the UK.
For more information, visit
www.petsastherapy.org
u Bonzai is a regular visitor
to our young patients

p Bonzai greets patient Bobby with a high-five

King’s carried out 243 transplants
during 2014. This included 196
liver transplants for adults, 42 liver
transplants for children, plus two
small bowel and three multi-organ
transplant operations for children.
Fifteen-month-old Tilly Nixon received
part of her mother Ruth’s liver in a

King’s new test for Alzheimer’s

View from
the Chair
I am delighted to welcome you to the latest edition of
@King’s, our magazine for staff, patients and members
of King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.
I am new to the role of Chair, as I took over from Professor Sir
George Alberti on 1 April. George achieved a huge amount as
Chair, and I am sure you will all join me in thanking him for the
work he has done, and wishing him well in his retirement.
Although I officially started
work at King’s on 1 April, I have
already spent a lot of time in
our hospitals, meeting staff
and finding a bit more about
the organisations, like my
visit to the Variety Children’s
Hospital on Denmark Hill,
pictured right.
This has been invaluable and, more than anything, has
confirmed to me what I already knew when I was approached
about the role. King’s is a vibrant, exciting place to be – staff
enjoy working at our hospitals, and patients want to be
treated by us, often travelling huge distances to do so.
Over the coming weeks and months, I plan to spend as much
time as possible getting to know staff, as well as the patients
we treat. Two early priorities for me are to ensure that King’s
strengths come through in our upcoming Care Quality
Commission inspection (see page 4) and that we develop
a strong plan to tackle our current financial challenges.
However, walking the corridors, one thing is very clear –
our hospitals are busy, and so are our staff. They provide an
excellent service even at times of pressure, and I have been
very impressed with the level of dedication I have seen.
I am already very proud to say I am Chair of King’s.

King’s Nuclear Medicine
department, based at
our Denmark Hill site, is
the first hospital in south
London to offer a new test
to rule out Alzheimer’s
disease.
A patient is injected in their arm
with a radiotracer, a small amount
of radioactive material, which
travels around the body in the
bloodstream. Our team then scan

p Ben Corcoran, Principal Clinical Scientist;
Nick Gulliver, Nuclear Medicine Service
Manager; and Ana Almeida, Senior Clinical
Technologist with the PET/CT scanner

One of our Beckenham Beacon nurses
has recently celebrated 60 years – or
her diamond anniversary – in the NHS.

Now she volunteers at the hospital for
half a day per week each in phlebotomy
and the colorectal clinic.

76-year-old Margaret Humble began
her nursing career in 1955 at the age
of 16, when she worked at Sydenham
Children’s Hospital as a cadet nurse.

She has also organised many raffles and
car boot sales over the years, raising
thousands of pounds for services.

Margaret’s diverse career at Beckenham
Beacon has taken her to many different
areas – including theatres, on the
wards, in casualty and outpatients,
before she retired in 2000.

“I love working at Beckenham Beacon
– that’s probably why I’ve been here
so long!” said Margaret.
“I’ll still be here for as long as I’m
able to,” she said. “I’m already looking
forward to celebrating 70 years!”

p Margaret (second right) with her former
colleagues (left to right) Valerie Terrell,
Mary Ahearn, and Tricia Mitchell at her
party to celebrate 60 years in the NHS
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King’s Volunteers and the Community

Children
Takeover
at the PRUH

t Bedside Play volunteers on Toni and Guy
Ward (left to right) Cassie Cava, Tazeem
Chaudhry, Alice Horsnell and Sohini Patel

a great opportunity to interact with
patients straight away”, she said.
“Being in hospital can be difficult for
children – especially if they are not able
to leave their room very much. We have
games, crafts and activities for them to
play with to distract them, which can
give parents some respite to do things
they need to do – like eat and shower!

Our 1,700 volunteers who help across King’s come from
all walks of life, from students looking for experience of
working in healthcare, former members of staff, or those
who simply want to say ‘thank you’ for the care or treatment
they or a loved one received. But they all have one thing
in common – they help King’s reach out into the local
community and bring it into our hospitals.

“We can also give families ‘sibling
support’, meaning we can play games
with the patient’s siblings away from
the bedside to give parents time to
spend with the poorly child alone.”
Jackie said, “Our Play Specialists
and Youth Workers offer play and
recreational therapy sessions for children
and young people, such as preparing
them for procedures through medical
play and discussion.

Blowing bubbles to help heal

“It is really important that children and
young people get the opportunity to
play and engage in recreational activities
that are fun, normalising and a great
distraction.”

On our children’s wards at the Denmark
Hill site, students from the King’s College,
London (KCL) Paediatric Society spend
time with our young patients and their
siblings, playing games to help entertain
and calm the children. This also gives
parents a much-needed break.

q Cassie and Alice play Uno
with nine-year old Grace Baker

‘Bedside Play’ was founded four
years ago, and was set up and
championed by Jackie Ambrose, our
Play and Youth Service Coordinator.
Working with our Play Specialists it
gives 65 KCL students experience of
volunteering on the children’s wards,
High Dependency Unit and our
children’s Emergency Department.
Funded by KCL alumni donations

from the King’s Community Fund,
the volunteers bring along toys and
activities for the patients from board
games to paints and the all-important
bubbles.
“Blowing bubbles is definitely the
favourite activity among the children
we see – if you don’t have any bubbles
with you, you may as well go home,”
jokes Cassie Cava, Bedside Play Team
Coordinator.

“It is so brilliant that we have the bedside
play volunteers to help us provide fun
and recreational play sessions for our
children.”

Cassie is a KCL medical student who was
keen to get hands-on experience with
patients straight away. “You don’t always
get to go onto wards immediately
when you start as a student, so this is

King’s Home
Hampers
For many patients, going home after
a long stay in hospital can be full of
uncertainty. As part of our Hospital
to Home service, our volunteers are
helping make this transition a little
easier for patients who need it.
Our ‘King’s Home Hampers’ scheme is
helping patients who might not have
anything in the fridge or cupboard
when they get home. Volunteers
held food collections at Morrison’s in
Peckham where generous residents
helped to stock our cupboard.
We are also being helped out by Pecan,
the Southwark Foodbank, to provide
some of the supplies for patients. The
‘hampers’ are tailored for each patient,
but typically include rice or pasta,
soup, juice, UHT milk, cereal, tea
or coffee and some snacks. For our
paediatric hampers, we also include
baby products or snacks depending
on the patient’s age.
“Our staff were really worrying that
some of their patients might not
have anything to eat when they get
home. Now they let us know if they
think one of their patients might need
some extra help and we can offer it

p Hospital to Home and ward volunteers
(left to right) Rose Sweeney, Kamwal Ahmed,
and Amna Farid with our ‘hamper’ cupboard

to them,” said Katherine Joel,
our Head of Volunteering.
“The hampers are a helping hand to
settle into home when the patient is
discharged and can’t get to the shops
straight away. It’s not just older people
– we’ve helped homeless families and
young people too.
“It’s a real community initiative.
So many of our volunteers are local
to King’s, and by working with Pecan
we can reach out and help patients
beyond our walls even further.”

Our Hospital to Home (H2H)
volunteers support patients who
are being discharged and get them
settled in at home, making what
can be a difficult and frightening
experience that much easier.
H2H volunteers are based on a
designated ward where they are
part of the team. There, they meet
patients and build a relationship
so they become a friendly face
before either accompanying them
home or checking they’re OK
through a phone call from
the ward.

This November, students from local
Bromley schools got the opportunity
to work with our staff, Governors
and volunteers and be involved in
decision-making at the hospital. Led
by King’s Volunteers and the Patient
and Public Involvement team based
at the Princess Royal University
Hospital (PRUH), the action-packed
day saw eight Year 11 (age 15/16)
students taking part in the ‘Children’s
Commissioners Takeover Day’.
This national initiative means children
can benefit from the opportunity
to experience the world of work
and make their voices heard, while
adults and organisations gain a fresh
perspective on what they do.
Students explored the role of
Commissioners in local health
services and were invited to make
funding decisions based on the local
population’s health needs now and
in the future. They also had to solve
a real funding challenge that our
teams are currently facing. Once
prepared, the student teams
presented their ideas and plans to
our King’s Governor Panel: Anoushka
de Almeida-Carragher, Eniko Benfield
and Penny Dale.
Shania said, “The students certainly
came up with plenty of innovative,
creative and also pragmatic ideas
for each of our teams to implement
over the next year. Our challenge
now is to make those happen! We’re
really looking forward to keeping
in touch with the students (aka
‘Commissioners’) throughout the year
to provide progress updates and seek
their guidance along the way.”
If you want to know more about
volunteering at King’s visit
www.kch.nhs.uk/about/getinvolved/volunteering
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Our next magazine will be published in the summer. In the
meantime, @King’s is your magazine, so please let us know
what you think of it by emailing kch-tr.magazine@nhs.net
Lord Bob Kerslake
King’s Chair

To sign up to the organ
donor register, visit
www.organdonation.nhs.uk

Margaret is our ‘diamond’ of the NHS

their brain using our PET/CT (Positron
Emission Tomography/Computed
Tomography) scanner. By looking at
how the cells in the brain react to the
radiotracer, the radiologists can rule
out if the patient has Alzheimer’s.
Nick Gulliver, Chief Clinical
Technologist and Service Manager
for Nuclear Medicine, said, “There is
no definitive test for Alzheimer’s but
by ruling it out or identifying earlier
that there is a strong chance the
person does have the disease, doctors
can help patients more effectively.”

transplant operation carried out at
King’s in November 2014. Tilly was
born fit and healthy but after falling ill,
she was diagnosed with biliary atresia,
a condition in which inflammation
develops within the bile ducts. Despite
undergoing surgery the problem could
not be fixed, so Tilly needed a transplant.

The majority of transplants
involve organs from deceased
donors. However, the total also
includes ‘living related’ transplant
operations, which involves a
patient (usually a child) receiving
part of a liver from a parent or
other healthy relative. The liver
has a unique ability to re-grow,
meaning the donor suffers no
long-term effects.

Front cover photo: Liver transplant patient
Tilly Nixon with mum Ruth

News from King’s 3

King’s surgeons in Gaza
King’s surgeons have been volunteering in Gaza due to the conflict in the region, currently
under ceasefire. Here we talk to Mr Naveen Cavale, one of our Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgeons, about the work they are doing with charity IDEALS, and why it is so important.
When our surgeons return to King’s the
work does not stop. They communicate
and give advice via email, post and
Skype to the Palestinian doctors.

Mr Cavale is part of a team of surgeons
from King's who regularly travel to
Gaza. They help to treat patients, and
train local doctors in advanced limb
reconstruction, which many of the
seriously injured patients require.
“Before I went to Gaza for the first time,
I was worried about what I would find,
and about leaving behind my wife and
two small children. But someone with
the skills that I've been trained with,
working in a state-of-the-art facility
like King's, ought to be able to transfer
these to a place that needs it like Gaza,”
said Mr Cavale, who travelled to Gaza
for the first time in September last year.
"I’m very grateful for being able
to volunteer for this project along
with others from across King’s. Our
colleagues across the Trust have been
extremely supportive.”

Photo: Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos/DFID

Photo: Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos/DFID

“Our work isn't just about looking after
the recently injured. We are trying to set
up long-term support to help patients
now and in the future,” said Mr Cavale.

p Mr Cavale performing an operation
in al-Shifa Hospital, Gaza

“Gaza has excellent orthopaedic
and plastic surgeons working under
extremely challenging conditions.
They are doing an amazing job,”
said Mr Cavale.
Unlike in the UK, surgeons in Gaza
begin work far earlier after finishing
medical school. This often means they
are general surgeons, as opposed to
the set-up at King’s and other NHS
hospitals, where clinicians tend to
specialise in one particular area of
medicine or surgery.
Although there is currently a ceasefire,
there are still lots of patients in need of
help. When volunteering in Gaza, our
surgeons treat patients and perform
surgery, while also leading training
sessions for the local doctors.

p Mr Cavale in al-Shifa Hospital, Gaza

IDEALS www.ideals.org.uk was
founded in 2000 to help support
medical services across the
world. It was founded by a group
of clinicians including King’s
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeons,
Mr Graeme Groom and Miss Sarah
Phillips. The King’s team are part
of IDEALS, deployed by Medical
Aid for Palestinians (MAP), as part
of a £724,000 project funded by
Department for International
Development (DFID). The funding
is part of DFID’s £37 million
package of assistance in response
to the 2014 Gaza crisis.

4 News from King’s

Tell the CQC
about your care
at our hospitals
From 13-17 April 2015, the Care
Quality Commission (CQC) will
inspect services we provide at
Orpington Hospital, Princess Royal
University Hospital (PRUH) and
King’s College Hospital.

King’s returns to your TV
King’s will shortly be the subject of a new BBC One documentary
series called Fixing Britain’s Teeth. The series – filmed in our Dental
Institute over a period of six months – features our dental teams as
they treat patients with a wide range of problems. The programmes
look at the state of the nation’s oral health, and what we can all
do to keep our pearly whites squeaky clean.
We expect the series to be broadcast sometime in the spring – look
out for more updates on www.kch.nhs.uk

King’s Commendations

The purpose of their inspection is to assess the
quality and safety of the services provided. In
preparation for the inspection, the CQC are keen
to hear the views of patients and their friends and
family about their experience of our hospitals over
the last year. They are running ‘listening events’
to help them decide what to look at during their
inspection.
The sessions are very informal and there is no
need to register. The meetings will include a short
introduction from the CQC followed by small
discussion groups led by CQC inspectors.
Bromley meeting –
about PRUH and Orpington Hospital
Date/ Time: Tuesday 7 April 2015, 6.30pm – 8.00pm
Venue: Oakley House, Bromley Masonic Hall,
358 Bromley Common, Bromley, Kent BR2 8HA
Southwark meeting –
about King’s College Hospital
Date/ Time: Wednesday 8 April 2015,
6.30pm – 8.00pm

p (Front left to right) Nicholas Greenwood, Mariam Neale and staff from
the Stroke Unit at the PRUH, with Professor Alberti (back)

Whatever their job or department, all our staff work hard to ensure
that everyone who comes to our hospitals receives the best possible
care and treatment. The King’s Commendations scheme recognises
those who make an outstanding contribution to patient care or
hospital services. The December 2014 awards recognised acts of
bravery and professionalism from across our hospitals.
Nick Greenwood, a Lung Clinical Nurse Specialist, was nominated by
several colleagues who said he modestly goes beyond the call of duty
to ensure that all his patients are given the highest standard of care.

Venue: British School of Osteopathy,
275 Borough High Street, London, SE1 1JE

Mariam Neale, a Dialysis Nurse, was recognised for acting heroically
and selflessly to protect a patient who tried to harm themselves.

If you are not able to attend the events
and would like to give your views to the CQC
you can do so in one of the following ways:

The nursing staff on the Stroke Unit at the Princess Royal University
Hospital (PRUH) were nominated for dealing with an electrical fire
on the ward in a calm and professional manner. The team quickly
reported the fire, closed all the doors and windows, and evacuated
the 19 patients from the Unit. They also ensured all the patients’
families were informed quickly and that there was a smooth
handover of care to the new wards.

Online: www.cqc.org.uk/syekings
(Please note the web form does not work
on mobile and tablet devices.)
Email: enquiries@cqc.org.uk
Telephone: 03000 616161
For more information on the events visit
www.cqc.org.uk/public/listening-events

Our then Chair, Professor Sir George Alberti said of the team,
“During this very serious incident, the team acted in a measured,
safe and efficient way while ensuring care and reassurance was being
provided to the very vulnerable and dependent patients in their care.”

News from King’s 5

Art to say thank you
Textile artist Charlotte Clowes Cattrell has
created unique artwork to thank the team
that saved her life after she suffered
a stroke.
The three pieces entitled ‘Love’, ‘Hope’ and ‘Luck’ are made
from cotton fibres, which are used to create 3D designs and
then painted.
Charlotte was treated on our Friends Stroke Unit at
King’s College Hospital after she collapsed at home after
a ‘three-day migraine’.
“Everyone at King’s was so lovely,” said Charlotte. “After being
very ill I’m well and truly on the road to recovery, and I wanted
to give something back to King’s. Without the team there,
I might not be here.
“The three pieces of artwork represent the three feelings that
have been strongest throughout my ordeal – love, hope and
luck – and I hope they will provide love, hope and luck for
other stroke patients on the Unit too.”
Maria Fitzpatrick, Nurse Consultant in Stroke Management
at King’s, said, “We’re so pleased that Charlotte has made
such a good recovery. Her kind artwork donation will be a
great addition to the Stroke Unit that we hope patients will
appreciate for years to come.”

p Charlotte (centre) donates her artwork to Dr Robert Weeks (left),
Consultant Neurologist and Maria Fitzpatrick (right),
Nurse Consultant from our Stroke team

A stroke occurs when blood flow to the brain is
interrupted, depriving it of oxygen. Strokes are caused
by a blood clot blocking an artery, or a vessel bursting
and causing bleeding in the brain. Strokes can
cause temporary or permanent damage to memory,
movement and speech, and possibly prove fatal.

Dr Tim Hampton, Consultant Neuroradiologist at
King’s, repaired the broken vessel in Charlotte’s brain
by inserting a stent (metal tube) via an artery in her
groin. Then clot-busting drugs were injected to break
up the blockage and restore the blood flow. This
was one of the first times in the UK that a stent had
been used to unblock an artery in a patient’s brain
immediately after stroke.

Our hospitals, King’s College Hospital and the Princess
Royal University Hospital (PRUH) are two of the eight
Hyper-Acute Stroke Units (HASUs) in London. HASUs are
where patients with the most severe strokes are taken for
urgent treatment. Our HASUs treated 900 stroke patients
during 2014 – 171 of which were treated with life-saving
thrombolysing drugs to break up blood clots.
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Canine therapy on the children’s ward
Bonzai the Pets As Therapy (PAT) dog helps
our youngest patients get better
Five-year-old Bonzai the Shih Tzu is a familiar (furry) face
on the children’s wards at the Variety Children’s Hospital
(Denmark Hill) and the Princess Royal University Hospital
(PRUH). He brings his owner Gerry Fitzgibbons in once
a month to meet our young patients for some fuss, some
treats – and maybe even a high-five.
Nine-year-old Bobby Michael from Eastbourne spent
a week on Lion Ward after an operation to remove a
build-up of fluid from his brain, and met Bonzai during
one of his visits. Bobby’s mum Angela Sharp said, “Meeting
Bonzai has really cheered Bobby up – he’s been looking
forward to his visit for days.
Being in hospital is quite
a scary time, so it’s lovely
to have something to
brighten his day.”
Pets as Therapy is a
national charity, and there
are currently over 4,500 PAT
dogs and cats in the UK.
For more information, visit
www.petsastherapy.org
u Bonzai is a regular visitor
to our young patients

p Bonzai greets patient Bobby with a high-five

King’s new test for Alzheimer’s
King’s Nuclear Medicine
department, based at
our Denmark Hill site, is
the first hospital in south
London to offer a new test
to rule out Alzheimer’s
disease.
A patient is injected in their arm
with a radiotracer, a small amount
of radioactive material, which
travels around the body in the
bloodstream. Our team then scan

their brain using our PET/CT (Positron
Emission Tomography/Computed
Tomography) scanner. By looking at
how the cells in the brain react to the
radiotracer, the radiologists can rule
out if the patient has Alzheimer’s.
Nick Gulliver, Chief Clinical
Technologist and Service Manager
for Nuclear Medicine, said, “There is
no definitive test for Alzheimer’s but
by ruling it out or identifying earlier
that there is a strong chance the
person does have the disease, doctors
can help patients more effectively.”

p Ben Corcoran, Principal Clinical Scientist;
Nick Gulliver, Nuclear Medicine Service
Manager; and Ana Almeida, Senior Clinical
Technologist with the PET/CT scanner
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Record breakers
Our liver surgeons performed more transplants in 2014 than any previous year on record
t Tilly is doing well after receiving
part of her mum Ruth’s liver last year

Ruth said, “It all happened so quickly
that it feels like a blur. Tilly was on the
waiting list, but in the end, we opted for
a living related transplant. It was a big
operation for Tilly and, even though it’s
two months since her operation, she
is doing great. We always need more
donors, so it’s fantastic that alternative
options like living related are available.”

King’s carried out 243 transplants
during 2014. This included 196
liver transplants for adults, 42 liver
transplants for children, plus two
small bowel and three multi-organ
transplant operations for children.
Fifteen-month-old Tilly Nixon received
part of her mother Ruth’s liver in a

transplant operation carried out at
King’s in November 2014. Tilly was
born fit and healthy but after falling ill,
she was diagnosed with biliary atresia,
a condition in which inflammation
develops within the bile ducts. Despite
undergoing surgery the problem could
not be fixed, so Tilly needed a transplant.

The majority of transplants
involve organs from deceased
donors. However, the total also
includes ‘living related’ transplant
operations, which involves a
patient (usually a child) receiving
part of a liver from a parent or
other healthy relative. The liver
has a unique ability to re-grow,
meaning the donor suffers no
long-term effects.
To sign up to the organ
donor register, visit
www.organdonation.nhs.uk

Margaret is our ‘diamond’ of the NHS
One of our Beckenham Beacon nurses
has recently celebrated 60 years – or
her diamond anniversary – in the NHS.

Now she volunteers at the hospital for
half a day per week each in phlebotomy
and the colorectal clinic.

76-year-old Margaret Humble began
her nursing career in 1955 at the age
of 16, when she worked at Sydenham
Children’s Hospital as a cadet nurse.

She has also organised many raffles and
car boot sales over the years, raising
thousands of pounds for services.

Margaret’s diverse career at Beckenham
Beacon has taken her to many different
areas – including theatres, on the
wards, in casualty and outpatients,
before she retired in 2000.

“I love working at Beckenham Beacon
– that’s probably why I’ve been here
so long!” said Margaret.
“I’ll still be here for as long as I’m
able to,” she said. “I’m already looking
forward to celebrating 70 years!”

p Margaret (second right) with her former
colleagues (left to right) Valerie Terrell,
Mary Ahearn, and Tricia Mitchell at her
party to celebrate 60 years in the NHS
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King’s Volunteers and the Community
t Bedside Play volunteers on Toni and Guy
Ward (left to right) Cassie Cava, Tazeem
Chaudhry, Alice Horsnell and Sohini Patel

a great opportunity to interact with
patients straight away”, she said.
“Being in hospital can be difficult for
children – especially if they are not able
to leave their room very much. We have
games, crafts and activities for them to
play with to distract them, which can
give parents some respite to do things
they need to do – like eat and shower!

Our 1,700 volunteers who help across King’s come from
all walks of life, from students looking for experience of
working in healthcare, former members of staff, or those
who simply want to say ‘thank you’ for the care or treatment
they or a loved one received. But they all have one thing
in common – they help King’s reach out into the local
community and bring it into our hospitals.

Blowing bubbles to help heal
On our children’s wards at the Denmark
Hill site, students from the King’s College,
London (KCL) Paediatric Society spend
time with our young patients and their
siblings, playing games to help entertain
and calm the children. This also gives
parents a much-needed break.
‘Bedside Play’ was founded four
years ago, and was set up and
championed by Jackie Ambrose, our
Play and Youth Service Coordinator.
Working with our Play Specialists it
gives 65 KCL students experience of
volunteering on the children’s wards,
High Dependency Unit and our
children’s Emergency Department.
Funded by KCL alumni donations

from the King’s Community Fund,
the volunteers bring along toys and
activities for the patients from board
games to paints and the all-important
bubbles.
“Blowing bubbles is definitely the
favourite activity among the children
we see – if you don’t have any bubbles
with you, you may as well go home,”
jokes Cassie Cava, Bedside Play Team
Coordinator.
Cassie is a KCL medical student who was
keen to get hands-on experience with
patients straight away. “You don’t always
get to go onto wards immediately
when you start as a student, so this is

“We can also give families ‘sibling
support’, meaning we can play games
with the patient’s siblings away from
the bedside to give parents time to
spend with the poorly child alone.”
Jackie said, “Our Play Specialists
and Youth Workers offer play and
recreational therapy sessions for children
and young people, such as preparing
them for procedures through medical
play and discussion.
“It is really important that children and
young people get the opportunity to
play and engage in recreational activities
that are fun, normalising and a great
distraction.”
“It is so brilliant that we have the bedside
play volunteers to help us provide fun
and recreational play sessions for our
children.”
q Cassie and Alice play Uno
with nine-year old Grace Baker
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Children
Takeover
at the PRUH

King’s Home
Hampers
For many patients, going home after
a long stay in hospital can be full of
uncertainty. As part of our Hospital
to Home service, our volunteers are
helping make this transition a little
easier for patients who need it.
Our ‘King’s Home Hampers’ scheme is
helping patients who might not have
anything in the fridge or cupboard
when they get home. Volunteers
held food collections at Morrison’s in
Peckham where generous residents
helped to stock our cupboard.
We are also being helped out by Pecan,
the Southwark Foodbank, to provide
some of the supplies for patients. The
‘hampers’ are tailored for each patient,
but typically include rice or pasta,
soup, juice, UHT milk, cereal, tea
or coffee and some snacks. For our
paediatric hampers, we also include
baby products or snacks depending
on the patient’s age.
“Our staff were really worrying that
some of their patients might not
have anything to eat when they get
home. Now they let us know if they
think one of their patients might need
some extra help and we can offer it

p Hospital to Home and ward volunteers
(left to right) Rose Sweeney, Kamwal Ahmed,
and Amna Farid with our ‘hamper’ cupboard

to them,” said Katherine Joel,
our Head of Volunteering.
“The hampers are a helping hand to
settle into home when the patient is
discharged and can’t get to the shops
straight away. It’s not just older people
– we’ve helped homeless families and
young people too.
“It’s a real community initiative.
So many of our volunteers are local
to King’s, and by working with Pecan
we can reach out and help patients
beyond our walls even further.”

Our Hospital to Home (H2H)
volunteers support patients who
are being discharged and get them
settled in at home, making what
can be a difficult and frightening
experience that much easier.
H2H volunteers are based on a
designated ward where they are
part of the team. There, they meet
patients and build a relationship
so they become a friendly face
before either accompanying them
home or checking they’re OK
through a phone call from
the ward.

This November, students from local
Bromley schools got the opportunity
to work with our staff, Governors
and volunteers and be involved in
decision-making at the hospital. Led
by King’s Volunteers and the Patient
and Public Involvement team based
at the Princess Royal University
Hospital (PRUH), the action-packed
day saw eight Year 11 (age 15/16)
students taking part in the ‘Children’s
Commissioners Takeover Day’.
This national initiative means children
can benefit from the opportunity
to experience the world of work
and make their voices heard, while
adults and organisations gain a fresh
perspective on what they do.
Students explored the role of
Commissioners in local health
services and were invited to make
funding decisions based on the local
population’s health needs now and
in the future. They also had to solve
a real funding challenge that our
teams are currently facing. Once
prepared, the student teams
presented their ideas and plans to
our King’s Governor Panel: Anoushka
de Almeida-Carragher, Eniko Benfield
and Penny Dale.
Shania said, “The students certainly
came up with plenty of innovative,
creative and also pragmatic ideas
for each of our teams to implement
over the next year. Our challenge
now is to make those happen! We’re
really looking forward to keeping
in touch with the students (aka
‘Commissioners’) throughout the year
to provide progress updates and seek
their guidance along the way.”
If you want to know more about
volunteering at King’s visit
www.kch.nhs.uk/about/getinvolved/volunteering

10 Supporting King’s

Racing through obstacles for King’s
her check-up recently
and is doing what every
newborn baby should.”
Shelby, from Kent, was
keen to set herself a
challenge as well as give
something back to the
hospital. After hearing
about the Eliminator race
at work, Shelby signed up.
The 10-mile run in rural
East Sussex has a unique
obstacle course that covers
natural terrain. Runners are
taken on a route through
woodland, up and down
hills and even across
a river.

p Triumphant: Shelby at the end
of the Eliminator race

“To train for the race I ran through local country parks to try
and get a feel for what the course might be like,” says Shelby.
Despite battling with freezing cold wind on the day and
finding it difficult to stay motivated, Shelby managed to
complete the race in an amazing three hours and 27
minutes.
“The event was harder than I could have ever imagined,”
she says. “I did feel like stopping after six miles or so, but the
atmosphere was brilliant and the fact it was for King’s and the
thought of my niece spurred me on.
p Shelby with her niece Dolcie-Mae who was treated at King’s

Shelby Collins took on the Eliminator race
to say thank you to King’s for the care
of her baby niece, Dolcie-Mae.
The day after she was born, Dolcie-Mae underwent an
emergency operation at King’s College Hospital to remove
part of her bowel which had twisted while she was
developing in the womb. Her bowel was undeveloped
meaning she could not digest milk.
“Dolcie-Mae is now 12 weeks old and feeding well, although
she will need further operations,” says Shelby. “She has had

“When I was climbing the last hill my boyfriend and little
sister helped me finish the last few metres. I was physically
and mentally drained. It really was a challenge like no other
and tested me to my ultimate limit,” recalls Shelby. “Without
the help of people along the way I don't think I would have
made it up the hills or climbed out of half of the rivers as it
was just slimy mud paths.”
Shelby raised over £700 for the paediatric unit which will
go towards helping more babies who are born with serious
medical conditions and need emergency treatment.
“I would love to fundraise again as it gives you such a sense
of achievement and a great feeling,” she says. “I loved every
minute, and am so pleased to have raised money for such
a good cause.”

Are you inspired? Find out how you can fundraise for King’s at www.togetherwecan.org.uk/supportkings
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LIBRA raises
fundraising
target to
£200,000
LIBRA (Lions International Blood
Research Appeal) is dedicated to raising
funds for our Haematology Department
at King’s so that lives can be saved. The
charity has now raised their original
target of £100,000 and following
discussions with our doctors they have
now doubled it.
The laboratories that will benefit from
the LIBRA campaign research into
treatments for leukaemia.
Professor Ghulam Mufti, Head of the
Haematology Department and leading
the research said, “We are so grateful
to LIBRA for increasing their campaign

target, as the funds raised will enable
us to remain at the forefront of
emerging treatments for leukaemia
and allied blood cancers to help save
countless lives.
“The funds will help support the clinical
development of cellular therapies
which require specific facilities so that

p LIBRA supporters raise money for King’s

they can be prepared as a drug
and administrated to patients.”
You can donate or learn more about
LIBRA’s Giving 4 Growth Campaign on
their website www.libralionscharity.org

King’s takes delivery of NanoKnife
King’s has taken delivery of a new technology that ‘kills’
tumours of the liver and pancreas, a less invasive option for
patients judged not suitable for surgery.
King’s is a major centre for the treatment of liver cancer
and tumours. The NanoKnife – which is now being used by
consultant radiologists at the Trust – uses needles which are
guided through the skin by ultrasound or CT scans, after
which a strong electric current is passed between them.
The short bolt of electricity effectively kills the tumour
without the need for cuts or incisions. The whole procedure
is performed under general anaesthetic, and takes
approximately 90 minutes. Patients require an overnight
stay in hospital after the procedure, but can usually go
home the next day. Patients undergoing surgery would
usually need to stay for a much longer period.
Dr Praveen Peddu, Consultant Radiologist based at our
Denmark Hill site, said the NanoKnife was proving popular
with patients: “We believe King’s is the first hospital to make
this technology available to NHS patients, which is fantastic.
The technology destroys soft tissue tumours with an electric

p Dr Praveen Peddu pictured with the new NanoKnife

current, which minimises the risk to other healthy organs
nearby. Many patients will still require surgery, but it is great
that we are able to offer suitable patients this alternative
treatment option.”

12 Research at King’s

King’s nurse wins Mary Seacole
research award
t Selina was presented with her award
at a prestigious ceremony at the Royal
College of Nursing’s (RCN) Headquarters
in London

“I feel very fortunate to have received
this award. I hope that this project
can improve our understanding of
BME patients’ experiences and help us
provide better care, which we can then
pass on to our colleagues in
other Trusts.”
Dr Geraldine Walters, Executive Director
of Nursing and Midwifery at King’s, said,
“Selina’s award is a testament to her
hard work and dedication to improving
the experiences of black and ethnic
minority patients, and I’m very pleased
that she has been recognised with such
a widely-respected prize.
“King’s serves a very diverse population,
and her project will help to ensure that
all our patients have the best possible
experience.”

Selina Jarvis, a research
and audit nurse in the
Cardiac department on our
Denmark Hill site, has won
a Mary Seacole Award –
one of just six people
to do so.

A handful of researchers each year are
chosen to receive the award, along with
grants to enhance communication and
leadership skills.

Her award-winning project looks
into the experiences of black and
ethnic minority (BME) patients who
are admitted to hospital with acute
heart failure (AHF). The award
includes a £6,500 grant to expand
her research.

Selina said, “I wanted to examine why
the experiences of BME patients being
admitted to hospital can differ so
widely, and try to address the reasons
behind this.

The Awards recognise outstanding
work that benefits the BME community.

After completing her year-long
research, Selina hopes to broaden
the project and apply her findings to
improve BME patients’ experience in
other hospitals.

“It’s a privilege to work on an important
long-term condition like heart failure
and represent King’s in this very
exciting project.

Selina is leading her research in
collaboration with Dr Vivek Srivastava,
Consultant in Acute Medicine at King’s,
and under the terms of the grant,
will complete the project by
September 2015.

The Mary Seacole Awards were
created in honour of Mary Seacole,
a Jamaican/Scottish nurse born in
1805 who was celebrated for her
bravery in nursing soldiers during
the Crimean war from 1853-6,
and also for her use of herbal
remedies to relieve the symptoms
of illnesses such as cholera in
Jamaica and Panama.
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Why do I
work here?

5 MINUTES WITH…

With a workforce of over 12,000, each member
of staff has their own reason for working here.
Glen Miller is a Healthcare Assistant (HCA) on
Byron Ward, part of our Health and Ageing Unit.
He decided to join the world of healthcare after
working in a call centre for eight years, and has
worked at King’s since 2008.
“Before I started my healthcare training, I had spent eight years
working in a call centre. I didn’t enjoy it at all and didn’t get any value
from it, so I decided I needed a career change. I wanted to work for
a purpose, not for profits.
“I trained on the job at a care home in Edinburgh, where I lived,
before moving to London and joining Team King’s 18 months later.
I love working with elderly people – they have such a sense of fun
and humour, and really appreciate everything we do for them.

Connie Russell
Clinical Nurse Specialist - Enhanced
Recovery After Surgery (ERAS),
Princess Royal University Hospital (PRUH)
How long have you worked here?
I qualified as a nurse five years ago and I’ve
worked here ever since. During that time I’ve had
a few different roles but I’ve been an ERAS nurse
since September 2014.

What does your job involve?
I work with patients undergoing colorectal
surgery to help them prepare mentally and
physically for their procedure. I encourage them
to take an active role in their own recovery by
working towards daily goals. After surgery,
I encourage them to drink, eat and mobilise
quickly, which helps aid recovery. After a few days
patients can return home, which is where they
want to be, and I support them through
follow-up phone calls.

What’s the best thing about your job?
p Glen Miller

“The HCA role lets me spend a lot more time with patients, which
I really enjoy. For an elderly person, being in hospital can be a scary
and lonely experience, especially if they don’t have many visitors.
But my job allows me to spend more time with them – I sit with
them, hold their hand, get them a cup of tea and make sure they’re OK.
It means a lot to the patients to have the extra support, and it’s
incredibly rewarding.
“I go home at the end of each day knowing I’ve made a difference,
and that’s the best part of the job for me.”

I love this job and get a great deal of satisfaction
when a patient mobilises quickly after surgery.
They are surprised and delighted at being up and
about, which is lovely to see. I really enjoy the
teamwork as well. The multi-disciplinary team,
patients and their families all play a vital role in
treatment and recovery.

Why did you choose to work at King’s?
I did my training at the PRUH and was lucky
enough to get a job here straight after qualifying.
The people make it a great place to work.

14 Our Governors

Professor Sir George Alberti
retires as King’s Chair
Professor Alberti has a worldwide
reputation for his work in the field
of diabetes, and prior to his role at
King’s, was instrumental in developing
government healthcare policy towards
the management of urgent care and
major emergencies.

Professor Alberti was
appointed Chair of the
Trust in 2011. As Chair, he
was responsible for leading
the Board and chairing
the Council of Governors.

With our Governors, he has helped
shape the future of King’s. He retires
in April leaving behind a legacy of his
leadership that focused on patient care
and developing services for the
local community, as well as
a Trust transformed into one
of the biggest providers of
care in the country.

and Council members. He has the rare
humility of knowing what he doesn't
know and when to turn to trusted
lieutenants.”
Grace Okoli, Public Governor, added,
“Although I have only been a Governor
for a few months, I have already come
to appreciate George’s vast experience
and warm approachable manner.”
Professor Alberti was succeeded by
Lord Bob Kerslake in April 2015.
q Professor Alberti (second right) talks
with staff on ELF and LIBRA Ward and
Rt. Hon. Professor The Lord Kakkar (left)
at the official opening of the ward

Of Professor Alberti, Public
Governor Nanda Ratnaval
said, “I found George to
be a charming yet tough
Chair who definitely put the
patient first whilst enjoying
an easy rapport with Board

King’s Governors in the Community

Governors are required to
represent the interests of
the Members of the Trust
and the public. Among
other opportunities to carry
out this role, our Governors
play an active part in
the Trust’s Members and
Community Events.

Our Governors Jan Thomas and Penny
Dale took part in the recent Community
Events for Members held in Camberwell
and Bromley this March.
These meetings are specifically for
Members. At March’s events, attendees
heard from Governors about their role
and about the strategic development
work at the Trust from Trudi Kemp,
Director of Strategic Development. There
were roundtable discussions about the
services that need to be provided on an

acute site and about different options
for the location of stepdown care.
Our Council of Governors represents
the 20,000 people who choose to be
a Member of King’s. By engaging with
the public and Members at events like
the Community Meetings, Governors
can represent their interests.
If you would like to give your views to
Governors you can contact them online
at www.kch.nhs.uk/contact/governors
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Building our hospitals for the future
Whichever of our hospitals you visit or work in, you won’t fail to notice the large number
of building projects currently underway. Here we look at one of our most important
projects – the creation of a brand new critical care facility on our Denmark Hill site.
t The new
unit will be
a brand
new truly
world-class
facility

t (Left to right) Dr Best, Jason Dodd
and Katy Child overlooking the
foundations of the new unit

Involving the local
community

A truly world-class
environment for our
patients
Our Denmark Hill site is home to a
Major Trauma Centre, as well as centres
of excellence for a range of serious and
complex diseases. This means that we
treat some of the sickest patients in
London, Kent and south east England.
“We want to create a truly world-class
facility for these patients”, said Dr Tom
Best, Consultant in Intensive Care, and
clinical lead for the team overseeing
the creation of a state-of-the-art,
60-bed critical care facility.
“Many of our patients are with us
for weeks and sometimes months,”
said Dr Best, who has worked at
King’s for eight years. “All of the most
unwell and sick patients at King’s come
to the intensive care unit, so they
can be suffering from a huge range
of problems – such as trauma, major
surgery or life threatening infection.

“Providing the right environment for
patients – as well as their relatives –
is crucial and has been proven to play
a key part in their recovery. It’s also vital
to provide an inspiring environment
for staff to work in.”
Creating the new facility is an
engineering and architectural
challenge, and not one Jason Dodd,
Associate Director for Capital, Estates
and Facilities – and the man in charge
of the build – underestimates.
He said, “We are doing something
unique by building the new facility
on top of an existing building. This
presents challenges, particularly as we
must keep existing services running
at all times.”

•
•
•

Since 2013, students from Camberwell
College of Art have been working on a
concept for some of the internal glassed
elements of the new unit. In March, four
shortlisted students presented their final
ideas to patients, relatives and staff,
with a winner due to be selected soon.
The winning candidate will work with
patients and staff to further develop a
design that will be central to the creation
of a unique, healing environment for
patients on the new unit.
Katy Child, Transition Manager for
the Critical Care Facility, said, “King’s
is a hospital with strong links to the
community it serves, so we wanted
to engage local people in the internal
design process. The winner will work
with staff, as well as patients, to agree
a look and feel that works for everyone.
We are all really excited.”

Building work on the new Critical Care Unit (CCU) started in 2013.
It will be set over two floors.
It will be equipped with state-of-the-art IT, life support and monitoring
equipment, and provide a unique healing environment for patients.

Dates for the diary
Members’ Health Talks provide information on specific conditions or areas of the hospital. This can include
information on prevention, care and treatment, and research. Members also have the opportunity to ask
questions about the topic being presented.

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)

Speech and Language Therapy

Aldea Waters, IBD Nurse Specialist

Lynne Clark, Clinical Lead for Speech
and Language Therapy for Acute Services

Looking at all aspects of IBD including causes,
symptoms and treatments available.

Friday 17 April 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
PRUH Site

Language Therapists will talk about their work, and the
conditions that are treated with speech and language
therapy in the Trust.

Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT)

Friday 22 May 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
Denmark Hill Site

Simon Guppy, DVT Clinical Nurse Specialist
DVT is a blood clot that develops deep within the
body, normally in the legs. The talk will look at causes,
prevention, symptoms and treatments available.

Tuesday 21 April 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
Denmark Hill Site

Continence Management
Ruth Baadjies, Clinical Nurse Specialist for
continence and Irene Karrouze, Lead Nurse
for continence
It is estimated that over 6 million people in the UK suffer from
bladder and bowel problems. Even when the problem does
not clear up completely, there are many ways of managing
incontinence. The talk will cover conservative management
and surgical options regarding vaginal prolapse and
continence care at King’s.

Thursday 14 May 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
PRUH Site

Age Related Macular Degeneration (AMD)
Heather Jackson, Consultant Ophthalmologist
Macular Degeneration most commonly affects people
who are over 50 and is referred to as Age Related Macular
Degeneration (AMD). It is estimated that in 2011 there
were approximately 239,000 people in the UK with visual
impairment caused by AMD.

Friday 19 June 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
PRUH Site

Food and Nutrition in Hospital
Lisa Hunter, Catering Dietician and Laura
King, Dietician
The delivery of adequate and appropriate nutrition to
hospital patients is a key issue for caterers and dieticians.
The intake of nutritious food is crucial for patients who
are recovering from the effects of medical or surgical
procedures. Lisa Hunter and Laura King will explain
how food and nutrition works at King’s.

Thursday 25 June 2015, 1.00pm – 2.30pm
Denmark Hill Site
Please note that talks are taking place across different sites of King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.
• Denmark Hill Site – King’s College Hospital Training and Development Centre, Unit 4,
King’s College Hospital Business Park, Coldharbour Lane, London SE5 9NY
• PRUH Site – Education Centre, Princess Royal University Hospital, Farnborough Common, Kent BR6 8ND

Please note that spaces are limited. To ensure a place please contact the Membership Team
on 01689 864490 or email kch-tr.members@nhs.net

Becoming a Member is free. If you are interested in finding out more
about the Foundation Trust and how you can get involved, visit
www.kch.nhs.uk/about/get-involved/membership
Follow us @KingsCollegeNHS
or call 020 3299 8785.
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